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ABSTRACT

Designed_to_ssist_chemistry_teachers_in_selecting
appropriate_software_programs, this publication_is_the_fifth_in a
series_of six_teacher's-guides from Project SERAPHIM, a program
sponsored by the-National Science Foundation. This guide is-keyed to
the chapters of the text "Chemistry: The Central Science." Program
suggestions-are_arranged-in the-same order as the chapters of the
textbook:and_are_classified by_topic_andiby_typeof classroom_u.se.::
Information on_each_program_incltdes:_(l)inamel (2Ldisk_nuMberv(3)
topicsl 141_grade
and,j51 a description._Guidance_is_also
offered_regarding_methods_by_which_sach_program_can_be used most_
effectively. Summary_lists_of_recommended programs for-Applei_IBN,
and Commodore-systems, as well as for other microcomputers, are
provided. Specified-in these lists are the SERAPHIM disk number, the
hardware availability, the program's name(S), and the recommended
chapters for uSe, (NL)
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or_NSF_Science EdUcition recOmeend or endorse a
particular textbook.

NOTE:
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P r E EL=
This Teacher's Guide to SERAPHIM Software1 was written to help you and other
chemistry teachers make appropriate selections of software programs. It suggests specific SERAPH1M_programs that can be used as you teach from each chapter in this book; suggestions are_also mede_regarding_methods_by which each
program can be used most effectively. The program suggestions_are arranged in
the same order as the chapters in the textbook, and are classified by topic
and by type of classroom use. The brief description for each program includes
information to facilitate your decision about when and how to include this
program in your course schedule.

mfasans_were=selected. This Teacher's Guide includes_only_a_part of the
entire SERAPHIM software collection. Selections were based on_two criteria:
1) lists of favorite programs suggested by teachers who have used SERAPHIM
software; and 2) programs we considered most appropriate for high school and
generaLcolIege_chemistry courses. (Refer to the-SERAPHIM WAIT:luau* for a
complete listing of software distributed by SERAPHIM.)
How-textbooks_were__selected. The decision to provide_a_e'"Gt_for
this textbook was made on the basis of input from classroom teachers and in no

way implies that Project SERAPHIM or NSF Science Education recommend or
endorse a particular textbook.
Teacher's Guide database. This guide was_prepared_by_entering information
about each of about one hundred SERAPHIM programs into a database and then
searching the database for programs applicable to each chapter in the_textIn fall 1986 we exlect to make the database available on disk and have
book.
it appear in the SERAPHIM Catalo*ue; it requires that you have an IBM PC with
two_disk_drives and dBASE III softWare. (See SERAPHIM Wews for announcement
of availability.) _Teacher's Guides_for this 1ãnd five other textbooks will continue to_be available_in printed form' TG_001, Chemistry: Experimental Foundations by Parry, Bassow, Merrill & TellefsenvIrG 002,_ChemicaI Principles by
Masterton, Slowinski-& Stanitski; TG 003, Modern__Chemistry by Metcalfe,
Williams & Castka; TG 004, Chaaistm---A-Modern-Course by Smoot, Price &
Smith; TIG 006, Chemistry:---The-ftmiv-of-Matter by Dorin.
Sample of Teaching Tips._ At the_end of this Teacher's Guide-(on_yellow paper)
you will find one_example of_what we call_Teaching Tips: SERAPHIM Software--

more detailOgt suggestions for using MOM programs._ Teaching_Tips are intended for persons who haye selected a program by using this_guide_or_the
2,gpj_e and then want specific suggestions for and examples of its
SERAPHIM
use in the classroom. A series of Teaching-Tips will be ready for distribution in late Fall 1986--see SERAPHIM News for details.

Acknowledgmenti_Ift want to express_our_thanks to_the_many teachers_who_hAve
contributed ideas, listsof favorite programs, suggestions_for_use_of programs, etc; Their help has been invaluable in creating this document.

Ypsilanti, Michigan
August 21, 1986
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Apple, IBM*, Commodore*

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS:

SERAPHIM
DISK NUMBER

HARDWARE
AVAILABILITY * PROGRAM NAME(S)

RECOMMENDED FOR
CHAPTERS...

AP 101

a

Graphitti

01

AP 102

all

03

Significant Figure Drill
Graph

01
01

a

Dimensional Analysis

01

Vernier

01

0

Ekihr Atom-

a

Chemical_Hingmen _
Order_The Elements
Hydrogen

05
26
06
05

Quantum Mechanics
Electron Arrangement
Spectral Lines Experiment

05
05
05

Rutherford

01,02

Milliken Oil_Drop Experiment
Peeks ,- 1984
Elemental Analysis

02 05
08
03

CheMiCal Pursuit

25

Isomers
(Empirical) Formula
Excess
Name-The Ions

VSEPR

23,24
03
:
15,16
02
07 08

Nathing

02

AP 104
AP 105
AP 201

a_

03

AP 202
di:

03
AP 204
AP 205

a
a

AP 206
AP 301

a
a
a
a

AP 303
AP 304

03
a0
03

Moles in_Space
Mole Calculations
Quiz on Molar Masses

03
03
03

AP 305

a

Mole DemoBalanced_Equationt
VaIence_Drill
Mole Exercise
Mole Drill
Mole-Mole Tutor

03
03
02
03
03
03

a
a
a

:

_

* HARDWARE AVAIIABILITY: All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
available on IBM disk of the same nuMber code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the semi number code.
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SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS:

SERAPHIM
DISK NUMBER

HARDWARE
AVAILABILITY*

AP 306

Apple, IBM*, Commodore*

PROGRAM NAME'S)

RECOMMENDED FOR
CHAPTERS...

Redox-Game
Limiting Reagent
S'diehiometry
Drill on Mole -oncept

03

18
18
03

AP401

a
a
a
a

Boyle__
Charles
Boyle-a Law Si4tu7ation
Gas Laws

09
09
09
09

AP 402

d
a
a
a
a

Gat: LAW 7
Cal 9___

09

Balloon
Lab Calculation -- Boyle's Law
Gas Law 542

09
09
09

AP 403

a

Dalton

09

AP 501

d
a
a
a
d
a
d
d

Rast 2
Titration_Curves

11

AP 502

a
a
a
a

AP 503
AP 601

AP 602

a
a
a
a
a
a

Acid__Strenth

ABS-Game
Acid-Base 2roblems
LOwry/Bronsted
Weak_Acid/Bate
Concentration Quiz

04,10

16
15
11
15
15
15
11

Precipitation Game
Hvlarity
PH (7 Programs)
Solubility

11,16

PH Plot

16

Equilibrium Simulation
Beginning Thermo Drill
Ball Toss
Reaction Rates
Rates
Kinetics - A Lab Simulation
Balance
Nernst

14
17
14

13
13
18
18

Chemical Dungeons

16

11
15

11,16

13,14

* HARDWARE AVAILABILITY:
All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
0 This program is also available on
available on IBM disk of the same number code.
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.
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SERAPHIM
Apple, IBM*, Commodore*

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS
SERAPHIM
DISK NUMBER
AP 603

HARDWARE
AVAILABILITY*

a
a
a
a

RECOMMENDED FOR

PROGRAM MAWS)

CHAPTERSii

Molecular_Speed Distribution
Faraday Aid

09,13

Faraday-2-

__-

AniEquilibrium Simulation
AniMation
Equil Tic-TAC=Tod
i

a
AP 604

18
18
14

13,25
16

Electrodep
BUCL
Backtiter

18

AP 605

Xenon

14

AP 606

Kintherm
Kintherm Standards

17
17

Design-A-Drug

25-26

AP 702

Polymerlab

25

AP 704

CAMW_Conformational_Analysis
& Molecular Modeling

25

AP 705

Polymerization_
Organic Niameildltttite

25
25

AP 706

Conformational Analysis

25

AP 701

a

13,25
15,16

,

AP 801

a0

Sulfuric Acid

14

AP 802

4

Waqual

12

AP 803

a

Octane

25

Lake Study

01,21

BCTC

01,12

AP 806

Refinery

25

AP 807

Mineral. Resources

17

AP 808

Separations

07,11

AP 804
AP 805

a

* HARDWARE AVAILABILITY: AIl progra
available for Apple. _a This program is also
available on IBM disk of the same number code. 0 This program is also available or.
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 005 = Vii

Temackwer'es 01414m:

XV/C1-xewmistry: The

SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS:

SERAPHIM
DISK NUMBER

HARDWkRE
AVAILABILITY*

Cearreari©iek_

Apple, IBM*, Commodore*
RECOMMENDED- FOR
CHAPTERS...

PRROGRAM NAME(S)

AP 809

Pond Study

01,12

AP 902

Six_SoIution_Problem
Chemical Search
Chemprop_
Element Search
Canal 1,2,3
Canal 405

01011
20021,22
20,21
20,21

AP 1001

Decay

19

AP 1201

Heats of Reaction

04,17

Photochromic Kiftetidt

13023,24

General Laboratory Interfacing

04,13

0

a0

AP 1202
AP 1203

0

16
16

* HARDWARE AVAILABILITY: All programs available for Apple. a This program is also
available on IBM disk of the same number code. 0 This program is also available on
COMMODORE disk of the same number code.

TG 005 = Viii
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SUMMARY LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS:

RECOMMENDED FOR
CHAPTERS...

SFItAPHIM

DISK NUKBER

Other

PROGRAM NAME(S)

ATARI
AT 201

Rutherford

01,02

AT 301

Moles in Space
(Empirical) Formu a

03
03

AT 401

Dalton
Boyle__
Charlel

09
09
09

AT 501

Solubility
Rest 2

11
11

AT 801

Sulfuric Acid

14

AT 802

Waqual

12

AT 803

Octane

25

AT 804

Lake Study

01,12

AT 805

BCTC

01,12

AT 806

Refinery

25

AT 807

Mineral Resources

17

AT 901

Canal 1,2,3
Six Solution_Problem
Element-SearchCheMical Search

16

Moles in Space

03

6

01,11

2021
,

20,21,22

MACINTOSH
MC 304
MC 801
MC 901

MC 902

furic Adid

14

Canal 1;2;3

16
16

Six Solution Problem

01,11

Element:Search
CI:ell-dal Search

20,21
20,21,22

Chemical Hangman

26

TRS-80
TR 001
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CHAPTER OM

Tratraductiori:
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SFIRAPHIM

Sanwa Basic caricepts

mommus: SIGNIFICANT FIGURE DRILL

magmlir:

AP102,C0l02,IB102
Significant Figures

LIZA:

Drill & Practice
Tutortvg
No background in chemistry
High school chemistry or science

General college chemistry

14421E112M:

SIGNIFICANT FIGURE DRILL-is designed for student use as a_tutoring or_drill_exercise_in_
the use_of significant digits.__The user has the option of:reviewing the rulesiiquizzing
the computer, or working on drill problems. The computer keeps score of correct answers
for the veer.

Magi1M: GUM
agN1IB:
MEIGE:

AP102,C0102,I3102

Graphing
Data Analysis
Data_Analysis
Demonstration

Llagani:

High sch001-science or chemistry

Genetal college_cheeittry
Advanced first year and middle level chelistry
DESCRIPTION:

Use_this program as a demonstration before the first quantitative lab report requiring
graphing and data analysis is due. GRAPH will accomodatea up to SO sets_of_data, with the
option of graphing algebraic, log, or trig functions, and giving the user printed or video
data table, fiist derivatives, or least squares analysis as well as slope and intercepts
of linet.

=mum DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
pul_mumm:

AP10441104

TOPICS:

Dimensional Analysis

MEM

Drill & Practice
Tutoring

Mismckzesrgis Otzielm: MV/Cftcsimistry: Tfte CesziLtral Sciesnces
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

UMW:

(Continued)

High_schaol_science_or_chemistry
General college chemistry

=mum: This program presents the user with dimensional analysis problems using length, volume,
mass, and energy units.

The final section has practice problems from all the previous

sections.

MERfaitail:

VERNIER

MMUMUM: Kno
Wara:

Methods_of Chemistry_
Laboratory Techniques

LJEU:

Drill & Practite
Pre Lab:Discussion
Staulation
High_school_science_or_chemistry
General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

This program providesivandomly generated siMUlations of vernier scales, stith as are found
on barometers and analytical balances, for the,user's practice._ This program could also
be nand to demonstrate the use and reading of veinier scales before the students go to the
lab.

MXMUM: MPH=
EammagE:

MO:

AP101,IB101

Graphing
Methods of-Chemistry

M141:

DaVa knalysis

LEMELE:

No background in chemistry
High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

This program helps the user organize data into table or graph form. Capacity up to 50
rows and 4 columns in data table. User hat choice of plotting any two variablen in the
data table in graph form. Program eaphasizes the use of units for all measurements. Use
this program for individual or classroom sets of data.

noghtuilm: RUTHERFORD

PIEUMOWE:

AP204,A1201

TG 005 - 2
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Cftaptem- 1
(Continued)

BIEBBILIBIS

RUTHERFORD

MEIGE!

Atomic Structure
NuClear CheMistry/Rediation
Methöds of chatistty

16VA:

Demonstration
Tutoring_
_

Problem Solving

High =heel science or chemistry
General collegeChiaistry
Advanced first year and miitdia level chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

This program is an excellent introduction to the_"indirect evidence_approach_to atomic
structure modelimg. Side I of this disk is a simulation of alpha-particle scattering that
could be effectively used either as a classroom simulation or for imdividual tutoring.
Lids 2 allows user to experiment creatively with the scattering phenomena.

EMMILEMIE

SIK SOLUTION PROBLEM

2121.1finga:

AP902,AT901,C0902,13902,MC901

Descriptive Chodidtry
Solution Chemisttry

Periodicity
Problem Solving
Educational Game,
IntredUde Concept

=LS:

High school chamistrF
General college chemis
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

ESE211320:

This program, Which needs a color monitor to_be effective, could be used on first day of
class to stimulate interest in tho course. Later on it could be used to introduce
solution chemistry or periodicity, since it uses three sodium salts (two are sodium
halides)_and silver_nitrate. _SIX SOLUTIONS_was designed for problem solving; the user
mixes the six solutions,_two at t time, in a spot plate and from the results determines
the contents of the six test tubes.

MilifiLlig2:

LAKE STUDY

RIALmjsm:

AP804,AT804

ZULU:

Environmental Chemistry
Problem Solving
Methods of Chemistry

Problem Solving
Simulation

14
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Tmemche'M Otside: XV/CkienziM: Tb
zgoightufisa:

LAKE STUDY

MEW

No background in chemistry

Cittritr-M.1 Sciesrxces

(Continued)

High schriel science or-chez:Jetty

Ad*theed fitit year and Middle level chelistry
DESCRIPTION:

This program guides the user through the steps of solving a scientific problem--a_fish
kill in a hatchery. Animation_aIlowe the user to_semrch the library, to tate colleagues'
expertise, to mmpIe and analyze Lmkewster, and to check the fish in order to identify
the pollutant killing the fith. In the second part of the program the user sets up
controlled experbaents in the lab to check the hypothesis in part one.

BicagiaMZ: ECTC

=maw AP805,AT805,IB805
TOPICS:

Industrial,Chemistry,
EfiVirenliental,Chedistry

MethOdi Of Sdience
Problem_Solving
Introduce Concept

Simulation

ABLE:

No background in chemistry
High school science or chemistry
Advanced first level and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

The user(s) must make recommendations to the local city government regarding data on ECTC,
a suspected carcinogen, which has been found in the river below a chemical plant.
The
user hes literature, a laboratory, and other tea force members available to help decide
on the recommendation to be made. This is an excellent application of scientific method,
especially since no conclusive answer can be given to the problem.
POND STUDY

RIES-E22121:

AP809

TOPIC4:

Environmental Chemistry
Problem Solving
Methods of Chemistry

tjaga:

Problem Solving

Educational GM*

Siemlation

UMW
DIESCRIPTION:

No background in chemistry
High school science or chemistry
The mer(s) is an ecologist who ham been asked to develop a hypothesis about what is
causing a fish kill. The report must be supported by experimental and literature data.
A
simulated lLbrary and Laboratory are available to the user. The same format as LAKE STUDY
(AP804) but less rigorous. Good application of scientific method.
TG 005 - 4
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CHAPTER 02
AM

Atcomsk, McoleculesS, Aria mcwis

RUTHERFORD

RISUMUZE:

AP204,AT201

19111S2:

Atomic Structure_

Nuclear Chemistry/Radiation

Methods of Chemistry
Demonstration
TutoringPrOblem SolVing

UMW:

High sehool scienCe_or_chemistry
General_college Chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

This program is an excellent introduction to the "indirect evidence" approach to atomic
Structure modeling. Side 1 of thii dikk id a Simulation of alpha-particle scattering that
could be effectively used either as a classroom simulation or for individual tutoring.
Side 2 allows user to experiment creatively with the scattering phenomena.

Mirs2U6Ki:

NAMING

LUOUNK1113:

AP303

TOPICS:

Chemical Formulae
Oxidation States_
Inorganic Nomenclature

Drill VPractice
Tutoring

LIMA:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Ado-armed first year tuid middle level chemistry

MEMELIRE

Excellent drill and practice program for individual use. The management system allows the
initructor to get a printed copy of user's score in areas of naming elements, writing
chemical symbols, naming_and writing formulae of inorganic compounds. Program gives user
hints as to what is wrong with the answer and three chances co give the correct answer
before it is shown on the screen.

aMBELS5a: NAME THE IONS

=mug:

AP301,IB301

TOPICS:

Inorganic Nomenclature

16
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Tewssclussr's Ouiehs: MV/Ckiecmisstry: The" Cesntral Sciesnces
=MUM NAME THE IONS
MEE:

MEW

(Continued)

Drill & Practice

High sdhool chemistry
eneral-college chemistry
AdVanded firtt year and 'Addle level cheicistry

PENE1121.0:

This four-level drill program will give the user lots of practice naming randomly selected
inorganic anions. After two incorrect responses, the computer gives the correct answer.

IMSWAILMAMA:

VALENCE DRILL

EME-MUMB:

AP305,I1005

2.921.0:

Oxidation States
Drill & Practice

LAMLE:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

User is timed as he/she inputs the oxidation states of ten inorganic ions or radicals
randomly generated by tte computer. The program accepts valences in many forms, -2, 2- and

gEMMAMLEAME:

MILLIKAN Oil Drop Experiment

plalugguip

AP205,115205

Atomic Structure

ULE:

Demonstration
Simulation_

Data Collection
High school science or chemistry
Ganeral college chemittry
Advanced first year and middle level chimistry
DESCRIPTION:

"Focus" on the individual oil drop and change the applied potential on the drop to keep it

from swim. Use this simulation to introduce the concept of the charge on the electron.
The program has four pages of mathematical formulae that guide the user through the
calcuLations of the charge on the oil drop. Full screen animation makes this program
suitable as a lecture and demonstration aid.

17
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CHAPTER 03

S'tt.viciziammtmy

MOLES IN SPACE

MELIfitum:

A4304,AT301,03304,1B304,MC304

TOPICS:

Moles
Problem Solving

MAU:

Educational Gem
Drill & Practice

=Lit

High sclhol duelist:LT

chemistry,___

Advahr.ed firet yoit And Middle level cheMiStry
DESCRIPTION:

This_drill_and practice_game gives the user 100 time units to solve three- problem:
changing grams and molar messes to moles._ _Any time units left over can be redeemed in
another computer game on the disk. The user will need a calculator and a periodic table
to play MOLES IN SPACE.

BMIEUMEIE: MOLE DEMO
RIILIgNms:

AP305,1B305

TVPICS:

Moles

UAW

Demonstration
Introduce Concept

LIMA:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Loggiouno:

AS.

This animated program simulates the stacking of paper a mole high from tEe surface of the
earth, while keeping numerical data on the number of sheets of paper And the distance from
the earth at the bottom of the screen. A very good "visualization" of how large a mole
really is.

MEAELIMEZ

(EMPIRICAL) FORMULA

PISLERME:

AP30I,AT301,C0301iI3301

10.10t

knalyticaI Chemistry
FOrmulas
Libtoratory Tethiiiclues

Prelab Discussion
Simulation

18
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Mmmcftesx-is
(EMPIRICAL) FORMULA

=Lk:
DESCRIPTION:

XV/Ckimmiwtx-src Mk/Ai Coarrtrail Sciekrices
(Continued)

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
Use this program as part of your pre-lab instructions or for individual tutoring in
correct lab procedure for obtaining correct data in determining the empirical formula of
potassium chlorate from the decomposition_of_the compound. This program couId also be
used as a substitute for the actual lab procedure if you are concerned about beginning
chemistry students heating potassium chlorate.

M2,61LIMIZ:

BALANCED EQUATIONS

pIELEINZE:

AP305

1P/Eal:

(Unica Reactions
Miele*

Steichiometty

PlEA:

Drill & Practice
Review. Concepts

Tutoring

MBA:

High selool Chemistry
General college CheMistry
Advanded first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

itis excellent_drill and practice program gives_help during_both the equation_balancing
and mass-mass problem solving sections without solving the problems for the user.
program could be used as an assignment or for extra practice.

ana&Aftkil:

HOLE CALCULATIONS

=UMW:

0304 C0304 IB304

TOPICS:

The

Moles
Problem Solving

Drill & Practice
Educational Game

High sthool chemistry
General college chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

This game-format drill and practice program can accommodate up to six users, each working
the same mole calculation with a different assigned "given" starting amount. Assign it
for individual help or for competition.
The computer can be used as a calculator by
keyboard command.

19
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3

EMMEWMJANC:

ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS

RIELEMEI:

AMA

MIZE:

Cheeical FOrMUlite,

SETRukPlIIM

Percentage Compol:ition

Calculations
Lib Data Check

LEM

High sthoOl Chnh(stry
General college chedittry

DESCRIPTION:

The computer calculates the percentage composition to the nearest 1/1000 for the empirical
formula that the user inputs.

=MUM: QUIZ ON MOLAR MASSES
DISKINUOR:

AP304,a)304,1B304

TOPICS:

Mbles

WA:

Review Wncept
Drill & Practide

MAW
DESCRIPTION:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
This 12-probIem quiz randomly presents the user:with the chemical formula and the name of
a compound and a choice of four molecular weights. The user inputs the letter of the
molecular weight selected.

fagoau_NANg:

MOLE EXERCISE

EgALEMILI:

AP305,1B305

TOPICS:

Moles

The computer keeps the user's score.

Gas Laws
Drill & Practice

High school chemistry
aeneral college chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

This drill and practice program has ten probleml relating to molar volumes (STP),
Avagadro's number, and molar messes of gases in multiple choice form. User gets only one
chance to input answer.

Solutions are shown for incorrect answers.

TG 005 - 9

MIELisclies.r_g is Out d

IVJ CilLeallii IS try

-

Thes Cesrrt =et I Sc ±ettric es

EROBALEaffli:

MOLE DRILL

usg_Ejsm:

AP305,13305

TOPICS:

Holes

UAW

Drill & Practice

LEMELE:

High school chemistry
eneral college chemistry

MEEXPIISE

This drill and practice program gives the user problems in changing molem to grams,
molecules to moles, emu's to grams, grans to molecules. Correct answer is given in
response to an incorrect input.

EMONUMES:

MOLE-MOLE TUTOR

MIKA-UUREB:

AP305

TOPICS:

Stoichiometry

MIAAt

TUtdring
Introduce Concept

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

The user has the option of starting with grams, moles, or molecules in this tutoring
The computer shows the mole

program using the reaction of aluminum hydride and water.

ratios of reactants and products and carries out the calculations required while
explaining the procedure to the user.

EmBABAABL: sroIciamerri
RIELEMIKE:

AP306

TOPICS:

Stoichiometry

U2E2:

Tutoring

Drill & Practice
High sch001-chenistry
General college chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

This program can be used for tutoring or drill in the solution of mass-mass problems. The
user must convert tha given mass to moles, input the number of moles of the unkown formed
and than convert the moles to grams.

There is a periodic table available in the program.

TG 005 - 10

MOArs_Cksaptar 4
rinigtabss:

DRILL ON MOLE CONCEPT

mamgia:

AP306

TOPICS:

Holes

Pr-ojsct SERAPHIM

twin & Practice

LEM:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry

pESCRIPTI04:

This drill program_gives the user practice in changing moles to molecules tc grams to
atoms.

When the user inputs a wrong answer, the solution is shown.

CHAPTER 04_ _Ens:sr-ay Ralatiorialaipal.

Mfta Pirat Law of Tharmnodyriamica

MMULIWM

CAL 9

MMJEMM:

AP4024W402

TOPICS:

Descriptive Chemistry

YJUIP

Problem Solving
Data Analysis
High sdhoo1 science or Chemistry
General college chemistry

mEmnasm

This program gives the user time and temperature data on heating and cooling a pure
substance and the names of nine organic compounds that the unknown couId be. From the
date given and using a CRC Handbook, the user identifia the compound. This,is a very
simple application problem for beginning chemistry students.

Egzattumag:

GENERAL LABORATORY INTERFACING

USILNUMBEA:

AP1203,001203

TOPICS

Interfacing

MEW:

Data Collection
Data Analysis
Interfacing

=LE:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

22
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Tei--a-Ctamarg_mGUicoles: XV/Chmmistrys Wfta Ceirstral Sciaricsa
8611ASSE:

nugualm:

(Continued)

GENERAL LABORATORY INTERFACING

User can calibrate and test a thereistor_er Blocktronic_I interfaced to the CoMpair. The
devices can then_be used to_monitor_changeecontinuously or sample at intervals. Both
graphic andinteseric_datedisplays _are available and data files can_be_created.__ The
written materials in LM 010, LM 002i and LM_003 contain specific instructions for
construction and use of the interface devices..

Eloactromic Structure's oE Atoms:
Basic Coricapts

CHAPTER 05

nffind_UM: MILLMWOilDropExperimnt

=AMR: An05,1B205
mrlq:

manicstructum

RUE:

Demonstration
Simulation____
Data Collection
High schoOliscience or chemistry

General college CheMittry
Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

"Focus" on tha individual oil drop and change the applied potential_on_the drop to_keep it
from moving. Use this simulation to introduce the concept of the charge on the electron.
TLa program has four pages of mathematical formulae that guide the user through the
calculations of the charge on the oil drop. Full screen animation makes this program
suitable as a lecture and demonstration aid.

BOHR ATOM

EBUZZER:

AP201,00201

TOPICS:

Atomic Orbitals

Atomic Structure
Electron Configuration

Lag

Simulation
Tutoring

Pteblee &owing

WW:
DESCRIPTION:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
:tie simulation program allows_user to_select the wavelength of radiation to "excites! an
elettren in the:ground state_of the hydrogen atom. ,enimation shove-the reliation exciting
the electreh, the tadiationigiven off When the_electrok fella batk to ground State, and
demonstrates the relationship between the atom's return to ground State And the
wavelength(s) of_radiation chosen. User may usatrial and_error or calmlate the
wavelength of lighi necessary for a specific transition before using.
TG 005 - 12
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TC4 V:

Pj

chpenr 5

SERAPHIM

zsgightumg: (pawl reatAncs

pisuagga:

AP2O2

TOPICS:

Atomic Orbitals
Quantum Mechanics
Electron Configuration

Demonstration
Shsulation
Introduce Concept

LEO&

High school science or chemistry

General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

This simulation programallows the_user to_input a pri,square diagram and_the computer_
then display_ probability distributions based on_that diagram. The randomness of electron
motion can be demonstrated by allowing the computer to plot more than one graphic
dAstribUtion for a given psi-square wave.

faggEMILEME:

HYDROGEN

_

=maw AP20I,CO20I,TB2Ol

MUM:

Atomic Orbitals

Quantum Wchanics
REEI:

Simulation
Introduce Concept

LAMM

General-college Chemistry
Aftended fitit yeet And middle level cheMistry

DESCRIPTION:

This_program graphically portrays_the radial wave functions and distribution probability
diagrams from Is to 3d for the electron of the hydrogen atom. It is an excellent lecture
aid for the introduction of this topic.

MEAELfitagi

SPECTRAL LINES EKPER1MENT

DIEjEn20:

AP202 i09202 i Th202

Atomic Orbitals
Electren Configuration
QUahtum NeChanics
Problem Solving
Data Analysis
High school science or chemistry
amoral college chemistry
Advanced first yeat and middle leVel Chamietry
TG 005 - 13
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Tmackvesx"si Oteidet: TV/C21.4emisstry: Tki

Ceiritral S7.d.4arka.e

=MAW

SPECTRAL LIMES EXPERIMENT

LIZEIBIEUEM

User input* dietance of light band to slit of light source, distance from grating to the

(Continued

slit, number of linet on diffraction grating, and series being observed and the program
calculates the wavelength of hydrogen spectrum radiation.

=MUM ELECTRON ARRAN:MD=

=UMW: AP202 IB202
TOPICS:

Electron Configuration

YAW
Tutoring
Introduce Concept

MEW

High school chimittry
General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

Tha user is tutored and then allowed to practice the order of electron filling and the
writing of electron configurations. A bracket diagram is used to help the user see the
pattern of atomic orbital filling. Mere is a limited management program that allows user
to keep track of scores in the practice sections. The first section could be used as a
lecture aid to introduce the order of orbital filling, especially if this program is to be
assigned Later.

CHAPTER 06

Eleactranic Stru.c.turek:
Periodic. Reslatiarmsftipm

12021a2in:

ELECTRON ARRANGEMENT

121§LAMB:

AP202 16202

TOPICS:

Electten COnfiguration

MA:

Drill_&_Practice
Tutoring
Introduce Concept

=Lk:

High sdhool Chemistry
General college chemistry

0122217.0:

The user is tutored and then allowed to practice the order of electron filling and the
writing of electron_configurations. _A_bracket diagram is used to help the user see the

pattern of_atomic_orbital_fillingi lbsre_is_a_limited management program_that_allows user
to keep track of scores in the practice sections. The first 3ection could bemsed as_a
lecture aid to introduce the order of orbital filling, especially if this program is to be
assigned later.

TG 005 - 14

Ta

Pirsmjelc.t. SERAPHIM

Cftm tem. 7
ORDER THE ELEMENTS (1 OF 3 CHEMISTRY GAMES)

plu_AUMB:

AP201, IB201

NEM:

Pekiktidicity

Mali:

Review
Drill & Practice

LEE6Et

High school science or Chemistry
Gehetil,college Chemistry
Advanced firet yaat And Middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

Use this program as_individual or class review of trends in melting points, density,
atomic size, ionization energy, electronegativity, number of electrons, and metallic
character. A periodic table that shows only the element symbols is available to the user
on keyboard command.

CHAPTER 07

Smoic CDrxcespte of Bartairig

nM21.621E: VSEPR
PIELIMUICE:

Anon

TOPICS:

Molecular Structure/Shape

Demonstration
Simulation

LIMA:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle levarahamistry

gEMILIM:

By using keyboard command, the user can rotate graphic examples of compounds and ions that
have two, three or four bonding groups of electrons on any or all three axis. This
simulation could be used as an effective lecture aid.

22ENEAMLBAME:

SEPARATIONS

PLEILIAMBIB:

AP808

TOPICS:

Solubility
Bonding/Polarity
Laboratory Techniques
Tutoring
Simulation
Introduce Concept

TG 005 - 15
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Maack-Lars= Otaielcs: XV/Ciaamistryilas. C,simmtrai__Sric-e=t
ZEMILEaljg:

SEPARATIONS

LEW:

High school science or chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

The two introductory sections of this program are excellent tutoring or review on tire
subjects of polarity and solubility of compounds. Starting with covalent bonds and

(Contirmod)

electronegativity, the polarity of mainly organic molecules and its relationship to
solubility is presented. Simulations al paper chromatography and an analysis of
pesticides_are applications of the concepts learned in the tutoring section. These could
be assigned or could be a special project for beginning students.

CHAPTER 08 CE4amatriets Of Ma14acu1ess;
Malacular Orbitals
VSEPR

EIUMZE:

AP301

TOPICS:

Molecular
Bonding

tructure/Shape

Denehttration
Siou lAtiOn

UM4:

High school chemistry
_
General_college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

By using keyboard command, the user can rotate graphic examples of compounds and_ ions that
have two, three or four bonding groups of electrons, on ary or all three axis. This
simulation could be used as an effective lecture aid.

_

PEEKS--1984
_inasjimuggs:

MO:
TAU :

AP20541205
Molecular Structure
Nuclear Chemistry
Isotopes
Ca/culations

Researdh

Advanced firstyear and middle level chemistry
Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

27
TG 005 = 16

MULL=

PEEKS==1984

pISCRIPTION:

The computer calculates the quantitative isotopic pattern for the chemical formula input

(Continued)

by the user, both_numerically and graphically, based on successive isotopic splitting for
each of the n atoms in the formula.

CHAPTER 09
ENDAMURLIAMP

Gas sat sz

BALLOON

AP4M,IB402
121110:

:

Gas Laws

Simulation
Demonstration
Introduce Concept
_

,

WIA1

High sdhool science or chsViiiitty

General_college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
pESCRIPTION:

This program helps students visualize the direct and inverse_relationships_between
temperatUre, pressure, and-voIume of an enclosed gas.___The user_inputs_a_change_in_either
pressure or teaperatUre and the-volume of balloon on the right of the_screen_reflects_this
change. The original ballOon also rebel= on-the screen for comparison. ,Bar graphs at
the top of the screen reinforce the relatiOnships of pressure, volume, and temperature;

nmaiLMM: NUE

asumiga:
TOPICS:

AM01,A1401,1y;
Gas Laws
Data Analysis

Demonstration
SiMUletiOn
Data Analysis
High_sdhool_science_or_dhemistry
General-college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

MEEM9Et

This simulation program could be used as a substitute* for dye lab procedure, cither_by
the whole class or for an individual Who missed the lab. The graphing (wmaysis of data)
portion_could be_an effective lecture aid to help students gee the relationships between
pressure and volume_of_encIosed_gases or it could be used as a tutoring device for
students having problems completing the Boyle's Law laboratory report. (*A safe
substituVe, since the use of mercury is eliminated.)

TG 005 = 17
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Teweackvearla Guides: MV/Ckittsrmisky: Th
IMMABLEME:

CHARLES

PIALMUUMER:

AP40I,AT40I,IB40I

Critr 1 SciEkrice

TOPICS:

Data_Collection
Simulation

LOU:

High sdhool_science orichemistry

General college theMittry

=MUM

Ihis_simuletion of Charles' I.Wd allows the user to collect data that shows_the

relationship_between volume and_temparature_of_an_enclosed_gas._ Because_itiis_programmed
for_easy access by_a_number of students, one could use this as a see substitute for
heating air trapped by mercury plugs.

gammilwa: GAS LAW 7

usummtm:

AP402,11402

TOPICS:

Gas Laws

Mrki:

Tutoring
Introduce Concept
High sdhooliscience orichemistry
General college chemistry

MUILIEME

This introduction_to gas laws program allows the_user to input values for one of the
variables that_affect_enclosed_gases and_the_computer_calculates_the_valueslfor the other
variablei__From_that_informaton_the_user_answers questions about the kind,of
relationships derived. Individual students could use this program to an advantage.

aMBRUital: DALTON

=LAMM:

AP403,1B403,A1401

TOPICS:

Gas Laws
Siadlation,

Educational Game

LI= :

High_school_science_or_chemistry

General_college chemistry__
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
Mier Adds gat or heat to an enclosed gas, using game paddles, to attain a maximum pressure
without exceeding the "blow-out" pressure. This can be done in competition format or by
experimental design.

TG 005 - 18
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TO

:

Ciumg.tes= 9

EFETAILIMM:

BOYLE'S LAW SIMULATION

PIELERSIZE:

AP40IiI3401

TOPICS:

Gas Laws

Px-tacj etc t SIrRaet.PHIM

Dita Collection
Simulation
High_school_chamistry
General college chemistry

ME211102N:

This program simulates the CHEM Study Lab where students collect data to show the
relationship between pressure And volume of an enclosed gas using syringes and books.

The

user can collect data by adding one book at a time And reeding the volume of gas in the
syringe. Successive runs of the jOá do NOT give you exactly the same readings, so the
program can be used to collect class data by individual students.

BIMILIME: GAS IAWS
AP401M401

WM:

Gas Laws

Uttering
High sdhool dhemistry
General college dhemistry
DESCRIPTION:

This gas law tutorial program offers the user the option of approaching the solution of
problem by either the formula method or the logic method after a graphic background is
presented.

ERMEAMLEAM- LAE CALCOLATION--BOYLE'S LAW

=maw AP402,16402
TOPICS:

Gas Laws
Lab_Data Check

Data MaIysis

LIMA:

High sdhool-chemistry
General college cheMistry

REEBIEELO:

This program will accept volume from three trials, using up to three books pressure each,
from_pressum7vollase_1abcsimilar_to CHEM Study Lab 4, and will return a print-out of the
average volume plus the uncertainty as well as the high and low values of 1/volume.
Printer is Necessary.

TG 005 - 19

mdga newim-pKT s+cary

EMMA=

GAS LAW 542

MWEINRE

AP402i1B402

MME

Gas Laws
Introduce Concept
Teti:Wit*

UnU:

High school chemistry

EMEICENK:

This is simple version of GAS LAW 7, where the user inputs the number of moles, volume,
temperature_and pressure of an_enclosed_gas to obtain_a data_table_that shows_the
relationship between two of the variables. The user then answers questions based on this
table.

gEggmEggs: MOLECULAR SPEED DISTRIBUTION

wiEJANZE:

AP603 i131603

TOPICS:

Kinetics
Reaction Rates
Gas Laws

Raga:

Demonstration____
Introduce Concept
Simulation

LENA:

High school chemistry or science

General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

The_abiIity to graph the speed distribution for a gasiof your choice at many temperatures
on the:same screen Makes this simulation program ainatural for_classroom demonstration of
the_relitionship between molecular speed and reaction rates. You can use a temperature
range from LK to above 10,000K.

CI-rAPTMR,10
/Arid IntEsx-M01(MC1-110L= PCX-43-0

MAJEWLNAKI:

CAL 9

usummsam

AP402,1B402

TOPICS:

Descriptive Chemistry
Problem Solving
Data Analysis

TG 005 - 20

Ta V:

nffiniLMM: CAL 9

=IV
DZEILIELEglit

Projact SERAPHIM

Cleap'tmr- MM
(Wntinued)

gh school science or chemistry
General college chemistry

This_program_gives the user time and temperature_data_on_heating_and_cooling a_pure_
Wham:tie anditheinames,of nine_organic corpounds that the:unknown could:be. From_the
date given and Wiling a CRC ItandhnOk; the user:identifies the compound. This is a very
simple aprlication problem for beginning Chemistry Students.

CHAPTER 1. 1

So Iimt lark=

fagglAULEAMP

SIx SOLUTION PROBLEM

uss_mgmam:

AP902,AT901,Z0902,1B902,MC901

12EIGEt

Descriptive chemistry
Selution chemittry

Periedicity
Problem_Solving_
Educational Game:

Introduce Concept

High 'wheel thoMittry
General college Chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

This program; which-needs a color monitor to:be effective;:could be_used on_first_day of
dlateit0 StieUlate interestiinitbe coulee._ Latar_on it could be used:to introduce_
solution Cheiiiitky Oriporiodidity,-Since it uses-throe sodium saits (two are sodium
halides) and silver nitrate. SIX SOLUTIONS wet detigned for problem solving;:the user

mixes_thesix_solutionsi two at a time; in a spot plate and from the retultt determines
tho contents of the six test tubes.

BEEMUSISIS t

SEPARATIONS

pliumia:

Amos

TOPICS:

Solubility
Bonding/Polarity
Lxboratory Techniques

Tutoring
Simulation
_
Introduce Concept
High sdhool-science or:chemistry

GeheralicollegechoMistry,--AdVanded first year and middle level them:if:try

TG 005 - 21

Teaxsesr's Ossides: IV/Clammimx-y: Mka. Ciarrtat-atI Sri=ew_
InfajjAKI: SEPARATIONS

(Continued)

The_two_introductory sections_of_this_pruipmwere excellent tutoring or review on the
subjects_of_polarity_and_solubility_of_compounds. _Starting with_covalent_bonds_and
electronegativity, the-polarity of mainly organic solecules_amd its relationship to
solubility is presented. Simulations of paper diromatmgraphy end an analysis of
pesticidesere appliCations of-the concepts learned in the tUtoring section. These coUld
be assigned or could be a specitl project for beginning stUdents.

BMW:LAM

RAST 2

mugulmt

AP501,AT501,IB501

TOP

Solution Chemistry

:

Mbles
Colligative Properties

Demmtlation
IlitradtideConcept

SiAlAtiöñ

=Lk:

High_school_chemistry
General_college_chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

This simulation progam introduces the molal depression constant concept and formula. The
user determines the melting pointiof puss camphor and the melting point of a miXture of
camphor and an unknown using the Raft method by reading the balances, controlling the heat
applied, and reading the final melting point. The computer gives the user a data summary
sauLanother look at the formula, so that he/she can calculate the molecular weight of the
unknown.

MakijatitZ:

ABS GAME

ummacc:

AP5011IB501

TOPICS:

Descriptive Chemistry
Problem Solving
eneral Review

02:

Educational Game
Review_Concepts
Problem Solving

maw

High scheel-chiskistry
sliiittal college choMiatry

PESCRIPTION:

The_physical_and_chemical_properties_of 5_compounds are_randomly revealed to_the_user; the
object of the geme_is to match the properties given with one of 17 possible compounds in
the memory bank. This method of review and problem solving could be used by one or two
individual players, or by a class that is divided into teams.

TG 005 - 22
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Ta vs

afteLsoteer 11

Makitl/Wil: SMARM
PIELENISE:

AP502,1E502

concentration

Problems

USW

Drill & Practice

MEM:

High school _chemistry

Gemara college chemistry

VaILMEZ:

This program randomly generates 10 problems giving either amount of solute1 and volume of
solution, volume And concentration, or grams of solute and volume of solution. There is a

limited management system that keeps track of right answers.

Good program for individual

use.
=MUM: CONCENTRATION QUIZ
2111-Blain:

AP501,1B501

TOPICS:

Concentration Problems
Solution Chemistry
Solubility
PtOblem_Solving
Review Cendept

MEZA:

High_school_chemistry
GeneraLcoliege chemistry
Advanowl first year and middle level chemistry

DIMILUIDE:

The user is gAven sets of four solutions to arrange in order of decreasing concentration.
Concentrations are given in terns of saturated solutions, molarity and number of molecules
in a given volume. User has access to a ftta table of solubilities and molecular weights
for assistance in making decisions. Explanations of wrong ansvers are given.

Ma MLLES:

PRECIPITATION GAME

QUILIEMIZE:

AP50201B502

TOPICS:

Saution Chemistry
Solubility
Equilibrium

TIcrAt

rAu.......p40,1

Problem Solving

High schooLchemistry
General-college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

TG 005 - 23

XV/Clummisstry: Me" Cesntral Sciesnce

Mack1e:m.2m
BEASILIM:

PRECIPITATION GAME

MEISIME

In this educational game, two players are each given sets of five cations and ten anions.
The object is to form as many precipitates as you can during your turn. When one player
makes a mistake, the screen changes ion sets and the other player forms precipitates. The
instructor has the option of letting students use solubility tables during play.

effliaLMISE:

SOLUBILITY

plagaff-ZEZE:

AP502 nom

TOPICS:

Solubility
Chemical Reactions
CheMical FOrmulae

(Continued)

EddeAtiomti :ale
Review Concepts
Problem Solving

High schoca_dhemistry___
General:con-ego chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level themistry

DESTIPTION:

W to four players can use this progrm Each is randomly dealt from four to eight ions
and is given the choice to form a precipitate, a gas, or pass. Teo chances are given to
score from each set of ions.
This is a fun way to review solubility.

CHAPTER 12

Chmmistry af the EitiO.iromMent

MalliSHAAKE: Led:Baum
agammagg:

AP804,A1804

ZOO:

Environmental_Chemistry
Problem Solving
Metbods of Chemistry
Problem Solving
Simulation

No_background_iechemistry
High_schooLacience or_chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

mgmagm:

This program guides the user through the steps of solving a scientific problem--a fish
kill in a hatchery. Animition allows the user to search the library, to use colleagues'
expertise, to sample and analyze lake water, and to check the fish in order to identify
the pollutant kiIling_the fiah. _In_the_second part of the program_the user sets up
controlled experiments in the lab to check the hypothesis in part one.

TG 005 - 24
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=UMW
2=2:

AP805,A1805,IB805
Industrial:Chemistry,
Environmental_Chemistry

Metheds of Stience
Problem Solving_

Introduce_Concept
Simulation

NO lase4roun4 in chemistry
Huh scheel.science,or thabistry,
AdtaiieW fitit level And aiddle level cheelstry

=MEV& The user(s) must make_recomendations_to the local city_government_regarding data on BCTC,
a suspected carcinogen, which has been found in the river below a chemical plant. The
user has literature, a laboratory, and other task force members available to help decide
This is an excellent application of scientific method,
on the recommendation to be made
especially since no conclusive answer can be given to the problem.

ERMA/UM: POND STUDY
AP809
EnVirohlehtal Cheeistry
Problem Solving
Methods of Chemistry
PsobIem_Solving_
Educational Game
Simulation

IMP
NagELEMN:

NO baCkground in chtisistry
High scheol science or chogistry

The user(s) is an ecologist who_has been asked to develop a hypothesis about what is
causing_a fieh_kill._ The_report must_be_supported_by experimental and literature data. A
simulated_Iibrary_and_laboratory are_available_to_the_user.__The_same format as LAKE STUDY
(AP804) but less rigorous.

ZUSFALESS:

WAQUAL

RLELEMZE:

AP80245802A2802,C0302

12121:

Envirnnmental_Chamistry

Good application of scientific method.

Industvial_Chemistry
ProbliwA Solving

slation
Problem Solv
Educational Game
TG 005
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6

Te.--ackxesr's Guiele%: MV/Cheacnintry: Th. Cemxtra1 Scietrxces
1111!
WAQUAL

LEILA:

(Continued)

No Imkgromd in chemistry
High school science or chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

=Mum In_this simulotionigamei_the_user_controls_the_porcentages_of primary, _secondary, Am4

_

tartiary_ treat:seat at the_local water_treatment plaat_to_keeu_thecUasolved cxygen above
the go,ernmentistendard of 5 mg/L., intxoductory pages have_needed information:about
terminology and procedures. User has the option of saving his data and returning to the

game later, sifts it requires more than one claas period to play.

cHAIDTER 13

Ckammi=m1 Kiriaati=ex:

TZvasectlarx Rmtekis

MRA&Etal: GENERAL LABORAWRY INTERFACING

ummtugz:

AP1203,C01203
Interfacing

Data Collection
Data Anaiyeit
Interfacing

LEXA:

High_school chemistr.,

General college chemistry
Advanced first yea,- &Id middle level chemistry

ffs=l11221:

User can calibrate and tes: a thermittor or Blocktronic I interfaced to the computer. The
devices can then be u.cd to monitor changes continuously or sample at intervals. Both

graphic and_nueeric data displays are available and data files cambe_cLeated. The
written materials in LK 010, LN 002, and LM 003 contain specific instructions for
construction and use of the interface devices.

MiRdijaa: MOLECULAR SPEED DISTRIBUTION

=mamma:

Ii12603A860

TOPICS:

Kinetics
Reaction latex:

Gas Laws
Demonstration____

Introduce concept
Simulation

UMW:

High sdhoel Chelistry or_science
General college_chemistry

Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

TG 005 - 26
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Chapteir 13
MOLECULAR SPEED DISTRIBUTION

(Continued)

The Ability to gtaph the Speed dittribdtitin fOr a gas of your Choice at many temperatures
on the same screen makes this silaktion program a natural for Clatarboa demdhatratiOn of
the_relationship between molecular speed and reaction rates. You can take A temperature
range from 1K to above 10,000K.

BEZZINAMigt

RA-TES

LIELIBRIZE:

AP6010:11601

Reaction Rates
Kinetics
IMMOnatratitift

Data Collactl-in

Simulation

LEILA:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

User inputs qu-antities of reactamts in this "clock" reumtion simulation of the hydrolysis
of t-butyl chloride and tiMes the reaction in real or compressed time. A color monitor

makes this a more effective classroom demonstration, but it can be satisfactorily used for
data collection with b/w monitor.

pMajjaME: KINETICS--A SIMULATION LAB

11til12MB:

AP601,111601

Reaction Rates
Kinetics_

Laboratory Techniques
SiMUlation
Pre Lib Diteutitai

Data Collection

LELA:

High school chemistry

Genera college chemistry

MERMEN

Ude thia simulation program as a pre-lab practice or to actually collect data for the
starch-iodine clock reaction. Excellent graphics and specific instructions take the user
through the lab procedure, choosing solutions, rinsing glassWare, And mixing the
solutions. Options include setting temperature and selecting different concentrations of

an solutions.

TG 005 - 27
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Tisamhearem OtiLicles: XV/ChmxmlAstry: Tftes Cetritral SciAarsces
Mcafaifi

=DUCAL MIMICS: RUCTION RATES

RIELEZIEW

AP601,IB601

Reaction Rates

Demonstraon
Simulation_
nitre-dude Concept

High sdhool dhemistry
_
General college dhemistry
DESCRIPTION:

The user_inputs the initial forward and reverse_reaction rates_and the computer_
graphicaIly:demonstrates how the nuMber_of reactants: wnd:products changes over time. :The
user-can-watch equilibrium-being established. The dhanging populations are given in bat
graph and numeridel ratio forma.

This program can be used as an individual Student

assignment or for classroom demonstration.

nnalfittika:

PHOTOCHKOHIC KLNETICS

AP1202,C01202
Kinetics
Transition_Metal Chemistry
Reaction Rates

Wat

Data Collection
Data Analysis
Interfacing

LEILE:

General College Chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
AdVanced undergraduate or firit year graduate chino

PESCRIPTIOW:

This program interfaces with a "Blocktronic" colorimeter to measure the rate of th rmal
decay of heavy metal complexes that_have_been radiated with_strong visible light._ Other
programs on the disk may be used for data analysis. Requires the use ofan adapter box and
BIocktronic I. Additional background and Iab procedure is available in LH 002.

EMSB6bai6ai:

BUOL

PISLIMINSE:

AP604
Reaction Rates
Kinetics
Organic Chimiatry

Simulation
Data_Collection
Demonstration
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Chapitear_J-14.

McgfitUNZ: BUM (Continued)

MEW

High_school chemistry
General_college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

RIZILIELMEt

Because this programallows_the_user_to_cbange_either temperature or solvent concentration
or both,,the,effect of these variables on_the_rate_of_reaction_can_be_studied--either by
An individual student or by a class as a whole if used as a demonstration aid.

Eggattufitz:

ANIMATION

RIELEISME:

AP603

DEM:

Reattion-MeamSMS
ctoinit Chediatty
Simulation
Demonstration
Introduce Concept

LEILA:

High school chemistry
General college chcaistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

pESCRIPTION:

The ANIMATION of this program_simuIates_the multirstep mechanism of the chlorination of
methane. A simultaneous printout at the_bottom_of_the screen_keeps tally_of each species
in the mechanism. Because the sequence may be stopped and started with keyboard commands,
this program could be us3d at a lecture aid to introduce or demonstrate reaction

mechanisms

CHAPTER 1 .1.4.

Cheimicmi

Emmuffig: REACTION RATES
RIILMMAZE:

AP601,IB601

TOPICS:

Equilibrium
Reaction Rates

:

DatiOnstration

SibUlation
Introduce Concept

MILS:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
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--TiaZL=I'TAa-= 9 IS_ Ovx_clisk:

TV / Cti-idantm tm-v. z__TI-ieErvit=j9LT_S_Ic_j_eiric.es_

BEZERLIMBI

REACTION RATES

DESCRIPTION:

The user inputs the initial forward and reverse reaction rates and the computer
graphically_demonstrates how_the number_of_reactants and_products_changes_over time. The
user can watch equilibrium being established. The changing_populations are given in bar
graph and numerical ratio forum. This program can be used as an individual student

(Continued)

assignment or for classroom demonstration.

MOSISMA2Z: EQUILIMIUM SIMULATION

piaufigm:

AP601iIB601

TOPICS:

Equilibrium
Chemical Reactions
Demonstration
Simulation_
Introduce Concept

LAME:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Lumungm:

EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION program allows the user to choose the time Lapse of display cycle,
the original concentrations of the reactants and products for the reaction of acetic acid
and ethanol to form water and ethyl acetate. This reaction Wuxi about tWo hours_to come
to equilibrium in real time.
classroom demonstration.

The graphic form of data display is very effective for

=mums: SUL/URIC ACID

gamma:
TOPICS:

APS01,AT801,C0801,IB801,MC801
Industzlal Chemistry
Equilibrium
Problem Solving

Sithlation
Problem Solving
TUtoring

LIMA:

High school:science or:chemistry
General-college chemistry
Advanced firet year and middle level chertistry

=mum Use_this_simulation_program to_help_students apply_the_chemical principles of reaction
rates_and_equilibrium.__The user selects the_starting_materiale_ami_reaction_conditions_to
get the greatest possible yield with the least pollution emission snd for the lowest cost;
The introduction of the program can also be used for tutoring;
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Chaptsmr 14.

ganiabitig:

AN EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION

EMUNIBM:

M603,111603

E011ibrium
Chemical Reactions
Reaction Rates

Demonstration
IntrOddas Concept
SidUlation
:

Hign_scnool_themistry__-

GeneraIcollege chemistry__
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

=MUM

This siMUlation of-the formation of-HI,froe its elements Shows the activation energy
curve; it allows the user tO input beginning concentrations of reactants and,product and
to_upset_the_equilibrium once it is AchieVed. If yo4 Are goitg tO USe this for a
classroom_demonstrationi_decide_before cLass what valOat to inpiit Sinde Sone
concentrations_require_longer_than_a_class_period to come to equilibrium--but mobe you
want to show students how long it really takes for this to happen!

XENON

RIZURRIRIR:

AP605

TOPICS:

Equilibrium
PrOblem Solving
LabOratory TeChniques
,

SimilatiOn
Problem Solving
General_college Chemistry
Advanced first year and middle_level chemistry
Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chem

REERIELIA:

The_user of this program will be applying the equilibtiUM Concept to the production of
xenon_fluoridesNot_only does the user control temperature and pressure of the gases
but_also_manipulates_the_valves in_the vacuum system on the sCrien. Student Unerk Will
nevi background before starting this Iab simulation.
:the badk Of this disk;

ERMA/UM:

BALL TOSS

AP601M601
EqUilibrium

Simulation
Demonstration
TG 005 - 31

There is excellent documentetiOn Oh

_Teses=kies=

/C:tiekrn±is.tx-y_r_971-res

BINERLELIE

BALL TOSS

WILE:

High_school_chemistry
General college chemistry

INEEZEISIN:

This is a very simplified simulation of equilibrium, using Walls to represent reactants

(CentinUed)

and productt. The user inputt the number of initial reactants and products and forward
and reverse rates. The computer calculates the equilibrium constant. Theuser can compare

constants based on different concentrations (different number of balls) of reactants and
products.

CHARTER 15

Aqueoua Equilibria:

BMW-NM:

ACID STRENGTH

MILIMEM:

AP501iI3501

TOPICS:

ACid7Bate chemistty
EqUilibrium
Solution Chiiistry

RAU:

Demonstration__

Acid& arld Bamess

Introduce Concept
Tutoring

LIME

High sChdOl cheMistry
General college chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

The first_screens of this program are tutorial on the concept of the dissociation of
strong and weak acids. For demonstration or to use the program to introduce the concept,
start with the graphic representation of the dissociation of HX to H+ and X-, then watch
the acid molet.ules dissociate on screen and compare the percent dissociations that are
calculated.

MEfiti/SSE: pH (7 Programs)
12121,J1=6:

AP502,1B502

NOSE:

Acid-Base Chemistry
Tutoring_

Drill & Practice

LOU:

High seheol chetistry
General college_dhemistry
Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

These seven tutoring programs cover acid-base concepts, including integer and fraction pH,
strong and weak acids, Ka, [H+], [OH-], buffer solutions and titration. The user is given
quantitative problems to solve, most of which require the use of a calculator.
TG 005 - 32
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EBEEtajjaa: ACID-BASE PROEMS

mumum:

AP501,I1501

TOPICS:

Acid-Base Chemistry
Concentration Terminology/Problems

Review
Drill & Practice
High_school_chemistry
General college Chemistry

REERIELIM:

up to six players may use this program to compete for top score in solving normality and
molarity problems, for [H+] and [OH-] using Kw, for pH given [H+] or [OH-], or titration
problems given concentration of either the acid or base. Each player solves the same
problem, but is assigned a different numerical "given" amount.

magellita:

L0WRY/iRoNsTED

iligUMBER:

AP501,I3501

MEM:

Acid-Base Cheiistry

UR:

Tuto
Drill i& Practice

Introduce Mmept

LAMP

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

An excellent tutoring and practice program that focuses on the Bronsted/Lowry concept of
conjugate acid/base pair*. In the problem portion, the user may choose up to nine acids
to arrange in order of decreasing strength based upon the equilibrium reactions given.
The problem section mad be used in a classroom setting.

lEggEMJAMI:

WEAK ACID/BASE

RISKJEASASE:

APSOI,I350I

Acid-Base Chemistry
Tutoring
Drill & Practice
General_college Chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level. Chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

User is given the molarity and dissociation constant for a Weak acid in aqueous solution
at room temperature and must solve for the pH of the acid. In some camas the quadratic
equationexist_be used. _There is_an_option of using the_printer or the screen during the
"dhecle" session, wfiere an explanation is given for wrong answers.

TO 005
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Ttmackieir'm Otlidetz XV/CluaLmis'try: Thew Cemitrml Srmes

namamwp Ulan
pIELEXISE:

AP30I,IB30I

MEIGE1

Adid-IMie Chemistry
Stoichiometry
Equilibrium
Demonstration_

_.-

IntroduceConcspt
Post Lab Discussion

LAME:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chamistry

PISKEEL92:

EXCESS was designed for classroom demonstration to introduce the concept of excess
reagent. It is especially effective for showing whatimppens to the pH of the solution as
you got close to the endpoint of a titratioa, since the computer calculates the pH as well
as the moles of excess reagent and moles of water formed.

11013iiiiiM: mac=
EIMMIEZ:

AP6:4

TOPICS:

Analytical Chemistry
Quantative Analysis
Laboratory Techniques

051:

Simulati no

UMW
DESCRIPTION:

General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
The teclutiqtre of tmck titration to analyze a complex mixture of carbonates4simulated in

this program. The user has the option of compuVer-standardized solutions or user can
standardize with the computer's help. This program can be used as a pre-lab assignment to
acTuaint students with the technique or to actually collect data to determine the

composition of the mixture of sodium carbonate and bicarbonate.

CHAPTER 16

Aquesal_zo

FlArthmr Carzeciamratiarilit

Eggiutuwis:

PRECIPITATION GAME

muumm:

AP502,18502

TOPICS:

Solution Chemistry
Solubility
Equilibrium
TG 005 - 34

Projt
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TO V :

SERaeLPIIIM

IIMEg&lign:

PRECIPITATION GAME

MIZE;

NdUdational Tato
Preblek soiving

LEM:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Aevanced first year and middle level chemistry

REEFIELM

In this educational game, two plays= are each given sets of five cations and ten anions.
The object is to form as many precipitates as you can during your turn. Uhe .. me player
makes a mistake, the screen changes ion sets and the other player forms precipitates. The

(Continued)

instructor has tha option of latting students use solubility tables during play.

fESNEABAW SOLUBILITY

MUMMA:

AP502,1B502

MEE:

solubility
Chemical Reacti. s

Maim'. Formulae
EdUcktional Gdat
Review Concepts
Problem Solving

=LE:

High school chemistry
General college chemisUy
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

=UMW

up to four players can use this program.

DIfigiajakil:

EXCESS

aLOUMMSUB:

AP301,18301

TOPICS:

Acid-Base Chemistry
Stoichiometry
Equilibrium

Each is randomly dealt from four to eight ions
and_is given the choice to_form a procipitats, a gas, or pass. TWo chances are given to
score from each set of ions. This is a fun way to review solubility.

LFeMenstration

introduce Concept
Post Lab Discussion

High school_dhemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced firtt year and Middle level chemiStry

TG 005 - 35

ss Guides
MEAMLIAME: EXCESS

XV / caxsaars

C21VtrelL1

ss

(Continued)

-

Eusgagagm:

EXCESS was designed for classroom demonstration to introduce_the concept of_excess
reagent. It is especially effective for shoving ahmtlutppmms to the pH of the solution as
you get close to the endpoint of a titration, since the computer calculates the pH as well
as the moles of excess reagent and moles of water formed.

12221611-11651:

BACKITZER

MiF-Etina:

AP604

TOPICS:

Analytical Chemistry
Cluantative Analysis

Laboratory Techniques

Siedlation

*ktratsi:

General_college chemistrY
Advanced first year and mdddle level Chemistry

MERIE122N:

The technique ef back titration to analyze a complex mixture_of carbonates is simulated in
this program. The user has the option of computer-standardized solutions or user can
standardize with the computer's halo. This program can be used as a pre-lab assignment to
acquaint students with the technique or to actually collect data to determine the
composition of the mixture of sodium carbonate and bicarbonate.

JagigaiiifiNg:

TITRATION CURVES
AP501,IB501

TOPICS:

Acid-Base chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Equilibrium
TtitOting

Demonstration
Introduce Concept

LOU:

General college chemistry
Advancevi first year and middle level chemistry
Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

a2012210:

Because this program allows the user to input the name, dissociation constant, and the

concentration of the wit, it could be used to introduce the concepts of weak, diprotic,
and triprotic acids by comparing the graphs of their titrations with a strong base. A
printout of the concentrations of H+, HA, B, and A- at every .25 change in pH is
available. The explanation section is good for tutoring the user.
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ClImptar 16

ERNBALEIND EQUIL TIC-MC-TOE
AP603,I3603

Equilibrium
Problem Solving

YEW

Educational Game
ProbIem,Soiving
Review con-opt

UMW

High school chilistry
General colifte chemistry
Advanced fizet year and middle level chemistry

Rizamm:

correct answer: to solution and acid-base equilibrium problems earn the users X's or O's
on the Tic-rac-Toe board. User(s) Mould have a calculator handy. An excellent way to
apply the equilibrium concepts.

finalAtUka:

pH PLOT

BLELEUBEEt

AP503

MEM:

AdidqVato-Chatiatty
Analytical chemittty
Equilibrium
Demonstration

La Data Check
Simulation

LE111:

High school clWaistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

MENZIEN:

With keyboard commands the user can titratastrong or weak acids against strong or weak
The introduction section explains the use of equilibrium_expressions to calculate
billet.
the pH of the solution during titration. This program can pIot titration curves faster
than performing the real titration with pH meter, can be used to check student
calculations, and to determine the volume at which neutralization occurs graphically and
mathematically.

fliggEALIfidi:

CANAL 1,2,3

mmummagg:

AP902,AT901,C0902,11902 MC901

TOPICS:

analytical Chemistry
Qualitative Analysis
SiMUlaticn:

48

Problem 80104
Review Concept
TG 005 - 37

Outi di es

IINEWELIWZ:

=LE:

CANAL 1,203

/ CI-Leonia cr-y :

TIien

1 S ieart

(Conti:tined)

High_school_science_or_dhemistry
General_college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

ESEILLEINE:

These simulitions of qualitative analysii schemes for groupi 1, 2, and 3 could be used as
a pre-lab review or quiz, as a tubstitute for the lab, or as a review before a lab test.

BIfflEfiELESIE:

QUM 4,5

DIELAMEg

AP902,NC901

MEM:

Analytical ChiaiStry
Qualitative Analysis
Problem Solving

sianuttion
Review Concept
Problem Solving

Advanced firstlear_and_middle_level Chemistry
Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate Chem
DESCRIPTION:

These timulatione of the qualitative analysis schemet for groups 4 and 5 could be used as
pre-181) taste or tutoring, as substitution for the lab itself, or for post-lab review.

janalfalla:

CHINN:AL DUNGEONS

MELIERZEB:

AP602

=NE:

Problem Solving
Solution Chemistry
Chemical Reactions

ESSE:

Eduational Game
Problem Solving

LISLE:

High school chemistrY
General college chemis
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

In this chemical adventure game the user solves Chemistry-related problems ln order to get
through the dungeon alive with the troesure. The dungeon has 51 rooms with eleven
chemical problems to be solved. A roving professor quizzes the user on different aspects
of chemistry from a bank of randomly accessed questions.
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CEIAPTER 17

Cftmmi=m1 Tftem-maclyrimmicsm

MfinAang: MTNERAL RESOURCES

piajAma:

AP807,AT807

MIGE:

Energy
Entropy
Problem Solving

Egg:

znte COncept
Tutdrinl
Problem Boll-ring

_background_in_chemistry
Huh school science or_chevaistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

The introduction of this program can be used as a lecture aid to introduce studente to the
concepts of and the relationthip between energy end entropy, It could also be used for

tutorinven individual. The problem solver has the challenge of maintaining the supply of
umetalIium"_for_a_50-year_period at a reasonable price by exploring for new resources,
using more efficient mining technology, recycling, finding substitutes for metallium or
using tax breaks.

jzoistuitimg:

KINTRERM and KINTHERM STANDARDS

Disiumgo:

AP606

Thermodyrics
Kinetidi

Eüilibriui
Data_Analysis

Deacnstration
General college chemistry
AdvancSd first year And middle level chemistry
Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate ahem
DESCRIPTION:

For_advanced students who want_a_challenge,_this is itl User may input equilibrium
constants and time and_the_program_plots the concentration-time curves for the reaction.

For cIaasroom ImMmuivand demonstration, the KINTHERM STANDARDS_program has eight curves
obtained from KINTRERM that can be used for comparative purposes.

=maim: BEGINNING THERMO

miummum

AP601,11601

50
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T4A-48 Ottieles: IV/Ckammistry: The Cesratreal 51.4strati
mmuLum BEGIMMGMUM (Cmtimed)
TOPICS:

Mermodymmics
Energy/Enthalpy

RISE:

MEW
DESCRIPTION:

Drill & Practice

High school-chemistry
GehdtAl
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

This drill and_practice_prograwhave management_system and_hint sections that help the
user work randomly assigned problems in beginning thermodynamics.

migumamsi HEATS OF REACTION

gumming:

AP1201,C0l2Ol

TOPICS:

Enargyanthalpy
CheMical ReattiOns
TherMedYnamics

Data Collection
Data Analysis
Interfacing

MCA:

High othool science nr_chemistry

General_college chemistry__
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

Use this program to collect data while the chemical reaction is in progress using a
thermal probe interfaced to the computer. Other programs on the disk will calibrate the
probe And Analyze the data collected. Requires adapter box and thermistor.Additional
background and information are available in LK 005. Use a classroom demonstration or for
student data collection in the laboratory.

CHAPTER XS

Elett-ollAilmikatry

zsgasamms:

FARADAY 2 (and FARADAY AID)

niamiss:

AP4503 IB603

TOPICS:

Electrodhemistry/Electrolysis
Chemical Reactions
Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry
Tutoring

:

Demonstration

Data Collection

51
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TO

:

ERMILIIME

FARADAY 2 (end FARADAY AID)

LOU:

High school science_or_chemistry
Gene:al college chemistry

PESCRIPTION:

The instruction section of this program introduces the concept' of electrolysis, coulombs,
and Faradays. The user may set the temperature, pressure and time (and if you have

(Cekitiinied)

peddles, can change the amount of current) in this electrolysis of water simulation and
then read the volume of each gas collected in order to calculate the value of a FerAday
(see Faraday Aid_for help). Tha simulation itself could be used as a lecture aid to
introduce the topics of electrolysis or redox reactions.

MaktijialS:

ELIZTRODEP

2-LEETEME:

AP604

TOPICS:

Electrochemistry, Electrolysis
Oxidation-Rawluction Chemistry

Atomic Structure
Data Cellection
Pre-lab Discussion

Demonstration
High schoolichemistry

GeneralroIlege ammistry
Aidinmeced first year and middle level cluesistry

Wail=

Use this program as a pre-lab discussion if you assign an electrodeposition lab. COrrect
lab procedure is simulated. Otherwise use ea a demonstration where you collect data to
solve_for_equivalent weights of copper or a mystery metal. User has option of controlling
time and current.

nigairjAZI:

REIMR GAME

01E-AUHICE:

AP306

TOM:

Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

t

Educational ft:6
Problia Solving

Highedhool_chemistry__
General,college chemistry
Advanced first year end middle level chemistry
PISCRIPTION:

To be a winner of this "high voltage game," you need a table of Electrode Potentials, a
fast keyboard finger, and the luck of the random draw from the computer's data base. Two
players can be accommodated at a time.

TC 005 = 41

Gtz*.

IV/Clmennistry: Ms, Cagretral Sciftrices

=MUM LIMITING MGM
RISLAMISM:

AP306
Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry
Stcidhiomatry

MEE:

Problem Solving
Drill & Practice

=LS:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

monalm:

This program has a series of four radox reactions that heve a einiMbe of three teactiints:

The user is to find the limiting reactant. Hints are provided And the uter's Score it
kept. UMeful as individual practice or quiz.

EingEfidAtims:

BALANCE
AP601
Oxidation-Reduction Chemistry

Mk:

Drill & Practice

LAY:Lk:

High school-chemistry
General college chadietry

DESCRIITION:

User_chooses the number of oxidation-reduction equations to solve and whether to use the
printer or screen to "check" user's solutions. Modification guidelines are available in
AM009.

MEfiliAta: NERNST
usummsam:

AP601,IB601

/gm:

Electrochemistry-

Oxidation-ReduCtion CheMistry
Drill & Practice
Genaral_college Chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry,
Advanced undergraduate or fitat year grildUAtis chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

This program offers the user a choice of the number of problems on calculating cell
voltages at standard and non-standard conditions and an option of checking user's work on
the_screen_or_printer._ Help_and hints_are_available when wrong answers arainput.
Modification guidelines for this program are available in 1,14009.
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Cftatve.e±- 20

alimpTER 19

t SEnAPHMML

lquicIeusw Ci,.mi stry

BERMANIE: DEM
aziatim:

Anool

12=1:

Nuclear Chemistry/Radiation
Atomic Structure

EMP

4id2ittioni
lieiOnstration

Data Collection
No_background_in-Chemistry

High school_science_or_chemistry
General college Chemistry

ELMEIZE:

C011ett thadata from three or more-successive runs of this program to_illustrate the
!'randomaess" of radioactive decay. The graphics_in,this program are suitable foruse as a
classroom demonstration that siollates the decay of 1000 atoms Of a mystery substance. A
hard copy of the data can be obtai.led or a bar graph is available on screen.

CHAPTER_20

Crmannisstry of Hydrowarl, Oxygesrl,
Nitrosesrl, mricl Cm=bom

EBOMELlintSE:

ailEMPROP

RIfigmftm:

AP902,C0902

TOPICZ:

Descriptive Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Problem Solving
Ptdblem Solving

Review Concepts
High_school_chemistry
General_college Chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

PLIOLEILE:

Ming bailie laboratory tests to determine its chemical and physical properties, the user
identifies the unknown compound selected by the computer. This program could be used for
review and for developing some problem-solving skills.

plaBaLlaff: ELDEST SEARCH
gifiLlummt

AP902,AT901,C0902,MC902

54
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Taackmertm

XV/C11.-amint=37: Trie Central Scieencekt

BMW:26W

ELEMENT SEARCH

MUM:

Nscriptive Chetistry
Periodicity
Problem Solving

(Continued)

Educational Game
Review Concepts
Problem Solving

UMW:

High sdheol science or Chenistry
General college chiMistry

DESCRIPTION:

The_computer_assignsan_unknown element_to the_user_and_amswers_up to_eleven questions
about theichemical and physical properties of that_element by user request. From the
snswers, the user must deduce the identity of the element.

Milifitt&a:

CHINICAL SFARCH

DISK NUMBER:

AP902,AT90I,C0902,MC902

=La:

Descriptive Chemistry
Problem solying
General Review
Review_Concept_

Problem Solving
Drill & Practice

LEM:

High school Chkiistry_

General_college chemistry
Advanced first yamr and middle level chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

Use this program to rsview snd/or reinforce_the way_in whiCh_the chemical and physical
properties of compounds can be used to-distinguish between them, either on an individual_
stddent bads or itt the classroom by dividing the class into teams,-competing on the bads
of number of clues necessary before the "Unknown" is properly identified.

CHAPTER 21 _

Clmeimint=y of them

Nonmetallic Elanmante
CHEMPROP

RIEK12112:

A10902,00902

TOPICS:

Mscriptive chemist*
Analytical Chemistry
Problem Solving

TG 005 =

TO IlL
BERVIUMS:

ptx 21
0020R07.

Pm-caj Etc t. SERAPHIM

(Continued)

PrOblem SelVing
Review Concepts

LOW

High_school_dhemistry
General_colIege_chemistry_____
AAhnusced first year and middle level clummistary

DESCRIPTION:

Ming basic laboratory tests to determine its chemical and physical_properties,_the user
identifies the unknown compound selected by the computer. This program could be used for
review and for developing some problem-solving skills.

DMEALLEME:

ELEMENT SEARCH

ETAL-Mma:

AP902,AT90l,C0902,MC902

TAM :

Descriptive Chemistry
Periodicity

Problem Solving

EdUtational atm
ReView Cencepts
Problem Solving
High school science or Chemiktry
General college chiMistry
DESCRIPTION:

The_computer_assignaan_unknewn element to the user end answers up teeleven questions
about the_chemical_and physical_properties of that-element by user request. Free the
answers, ths user must deduce the identity of the element.

EIMULEME: CHEMICAL SEARCH
P152-1232121:

AP902,A1901,C0902,MC902

MO:

Irescriptive Chemistry

Problem Solving
General Review

WA:

Review_Concept_

Problem Solving
Drill & Practice

LEM:

High school chemistry
General college chemistrY
Advanced first year and middle level Chemistry

REEILIETMI:

Use this program to review and/or reinforce the way_in which the chemical and physical
properties of compounds can be used to distinguish between them,_either_on an individual
student basis or in the classroom by dividing the class into teams, competing on the basis
of number of clues,necessary before the "unknown" is properly identified.
TO 005 - 45
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CHAPTER 22 blesoMMIur.rgy, ble.toMMic S-triacre,
mma Alloys
MgliftELNSM:

CHEMICAL SEARCH

pagmags:

AP902,AT901,C0902,MC902

Mg._51

Trescriptive CheMistry

Pteblee

soiving

General Review
Review Concept
Problem Solving
Drill & Practice

MEW:

High school chemistry
GeneraL college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

Use this program to review and/or reinforce the way in which the chemical and physical
properties of compoundt can be uSed to distinguiah between them, either on an individual
student basis or in the classroom by dividing the class into teams, competing on the basis
of number of clues necessary before the "unlaum" is properly identified.

CHAPTER 23

criemioty Of the TremSitiori ElemeritS

Bi2Maiii811

PHOTOCHROMIC KINETICS

DISK NUMBER:

A121202,001202

12EIGE:

Kinetics

Transition Metal Chemistry
Reaction Rates
Data Collection
Deta Analysis
Interfading

_Lrarga:

General_College Chemistry
Advanced first year and middle:level chemistry
Advanced ndergraduate or first year graduate chem

PZEILIMMN

This program interfaces with a "Blocktronic" colorimeter to measure the rate of thermal
decay of heavy metal complexes that have been radiated with strong visible light.
programs on the disk may be used for data analysis. Requires_th,
Blocktronic I. Additional background and lab procedure is avail,

Other

';43 ofan adapter box and

ie LM 002.

TO Vz

pk-ojeic.t SERAPHIM

Cftaptei 24

ME-6ILESID Isola Its

maugmugt

AP301,C0301,IB301

MUSA:

Isomers

Moleculer_shape/Structure_
Transition Metal Chemistry

klga:

Drill & Practice
Deftnstration
sitalttion

M121

General college chemistry
Advanced first_year_and_middle_level Chemistry________
Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

This program, whidh presents two octahedral structures with six randomly chosen ligands
for user determination as to whether the structures are identical, geometric isomers, or
enantiomers, could be used to introduce the concept of isomers in the classroom setting or
used as drill and practice for individual students.

CHAPTER 24

Cftei-misetry of Coordirtmtiort Compoiarids

=MANZ:

warm:atom:EC KINETICS

atalfillES:

AP1202,C01202
Kinetics

Transition Natal Chemistry
Reattion Rate*
Data Collection
Data_Analysis
Interfacing

MUla

General-College Chemistry-AdVandod firit_year AM middle level dhamistty
Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate -thee

DESCRIPTION:

This program interfaces_with_a 41locktronie_colorimeter to measure tte_rate_of_thermal
decay of heavy metal complexes that have:been:radiated:with:strong:visible lighti_ Other_
programs on the disk:may be_used for_data analysis.: Requires the use ofan adapter box and
BleatteniC I. AdditiOnal background and lab procedure is available in LH 002.

EBMILHAMI:

ISOMERS

2121E-NUMB:

AP3O1iC0301,IS301

121IGA:

Isomers
ShapelStrditture
Transition Metal Cheeistry

TG 005 - 47

MetwacklietrIss Otheles: XV/C1-xcannistry: The Ceirttral Scietrtcet

MIMI=
:

ISOKERS

(Continued)

Drill & Practice
Demonstration
SieUlation

General college chemistry
Advanced first_year_and_middle_level chemistry
Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate Chemistry
DESCRIPTION:

This program, WhiCh-presentS tee octahedral struetUret with six randomly Chosen ligands
for user detereihation as to whether the structures are identical, geometric isomers, or
enantiomers) could_be used to introduce the concept of isomers in the classroom setting or
used as drill and practice for individual students.

CHAPTER 25

Oxigaltxhc. Chesmia"M=y

BEEEMAIME: BUCL

NAUMINIE:

AP604

TOPICS:

Reaction Rates
Kinetics
Organic Chemistry
Simulation
Data_Collection
Demonstration

LEILA:

High school chemistry
eneral college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

Because this program allows the user to change either temperature or solvent_concentration
or both,-the-effect of these variables on the rate ofireaction can be studied--either by
an ihdiVidual student or by a class as a Whole if used as a demonstratiOn aid.

MRISHAISEZ:

ANIMATION

MMUMEM:

Amin

TOPICS:

Reaction Wechanisms

Organic Chemistry

Simulation_
Demonstration__
Introduce Concept
LEMELlt

High schedl chedistry
c011ege_chemistry

Genmal

Advanced first yeai and middle level chemistry
TG 005 - 48
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t

REEBIELIO:

ANIMATION

(Continued)

The ANIMATION of this program simuLatet the multi-step mecbanism of the chlorination of
methane. A simultaneous printout at the bottom of the screen keeps tally of each species
in the secbanium. Because the sequence may be stopped And stalted with keyboard commands,

this_program could be used as a lecture aid to introduce or demmmtrate reaction
mecbamisms.

nagalfin: OCTANE

MIUMME:

AP803,I3303,A1803

Organic_ChemistrY
Combustion Reactions

Ulat

Educational Game

Mb:1ring

MILE:

No background in chemistry
High_ school science or chemistry
General college chemistry

MEME1791t

ThiS program has extensive tutoring pagms in hydrocarbon chemistry, which it relates to
octane number' And compression ratios. Th6 user applies this information to winning a
traveling game by arriving at a chosen destination without running out of money. Good
application_of_hydrocarbon properties to the operation of cars--an interest area of most
teenage students.

agligtiMaig:

REFINERY

Eugummin:

AP806,AT806

12EIGE:

Industrial Chamistry
Organic Chemistry
Problem Solving
Educational Game
Tutoring

No bezkground in chemistry
High school science or_chemistry
AdVarited first year and middle level themistry
DESCRIPTION:

Extensive tutoring pages give the user enough background to become the Operations Manager
of_a refinery. The job description includes purchasing crude oil to meet specified
demands, refining it and making a profit.
skills.

TG 005 - 49

Excellent for developing problem solving

leeaktergeTt Otticift: IV/Ckummistry: Mites Cetritra.1
ffiallajin:

CHEMICAL PURSUIT

mama: AP206
Ganeral Review
Educational Game
Review Concepts

LIME:

High school Chemistry
aeneral college ctemistry
Advanced firet year and middle level chemittry

0=1ZUMN:

Based on the format of Trivial Pursuit, this educational game has questions irom physical,
organic, inorganic, periodic trends, history, and structure categories. _A maximum of four
players, with calculators and periodic tables, can play. On the same disk (0206) are
file programs that allow the instructor to edit or add questions to the game file.

nX§EalLEISH§:

POLDIERLAB

RIELEMAER:

AP702

=LSI:

POlymer clissistry

AhilytiCal ChediStry
Instrumentation
Educational Game

LENA:

Advanted first year and Middle level thebistry
AdVanced Undergraduate dr firat year graduate thedittry

DESCRIPTION:

Using an adventure_game_format,_this educational game allows students to use IR, DSC,
light scattering techniques, etc. to identify an unknown polymer.

EMBALMS:

CAMM: Conformational Analysis & Molecular Modeling

MEMBER:

AP704

TOPICS:

Organic Chemistry

Molecular Structure Shape

OA:

Demonstration
Simulation_______
Introduce Concept

LEVELS:

General-college CheMistry----

Advanced fitityear And Middle level thitiatty
Advanced undergraduate or first year graduate chem

Proj etct SERAPHIM

Cltut.p.tecr

(Continued)

rEgfalitUitaig:

CANN: Conformational Analysis & Molecular Modeling

=Bung:

This_program_contains excellent 3-D graphical representations of organic molecules which
can be =tatted on an axis_or_a bond by use of keyboard commande. At the bottom of the

there is a

simultaneous graphing_of the potential energy changes due to the
screen,
conformational changes. Use for classroom lecture aid or for individual student

assignment.

=MUM:

POLYWRIUTION

MEESE:

Anon

MEM:

Polymer Chemistry
Organic Chemistry

MSZ :

Tutoring
Simulxtion,

DeMenstration

UMW
DESCRIPTION:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level

chemistry

This tutorial program was_designed to introduce the concepts of addition and condensation
polymerization to the user. Parts of the program_could_be used as a classroom
demonStration or lecture aid. Extensive dommentation anA background information is
available as IT 006.

MMELEAM: ORGANIC NOMENCLATURE

=Mau: A10705
1210:

Organic Nomenclature
Drill & Practice

High seluxa_chemistry
Mineral-college Chemistry
Advancad firSt yaar and middle level ckumeistry
DESCRIPTION:

This_drill and practice program generates itructural formulae of organic compounds in
random sequence_by_functional groups and the user inputs the correct IUPAC name of the
compound. There is a limited management system; user's score is kept by group of
problems.

kragEsums: CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS
plgs_Nmumg:

A12706
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Tesackiesrve Guides: XV/Cfteami
CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS

=lot

Ceumtral SciesriC4it

(Continued)

WolecuLat-Strudture/Shape
Organic Chelietry
Bonding
Thtor
Drill A Practice
Demonstration

UMW

General college cheeittry
Advinced first year And middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

This tutoring program will help students visualize two-dimensionaLdrawings of organic
molecules in 3-D. The drill segments are appropriate for individuaL use or as
demonstration aid for classroom lecture. Included are recognition of sawhorse and Newman
projections of methane, ethane, and butane.

gffiguff_fiAmg:

DESIGN-A-DRUG

=IMAM lir7O1i13701
/gum:

Pharmacology
Biethedietry,
Organic Chebistry

Educational_Game
Problem Solving
Simulation

MOO:

General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

Using a parent_molecular_structure_that_has_active_sites_identified_i_the user_selects an

atom_or group_to be added_at eadh site to form a tranquilizer:drug:which thacomputer then
"teste-for biological activity. The game was designed to stimulate interest iniorgeunic
arid Medidihal dhedistry; therefore, trial arid error can be uted, but some kW:Arledge Of hoW
changes in electronegativity) charge and size affect "activity' of SynthetiZed Moleculet
is helpful.

ClirAPTER 26

Bietlicraeimis'tx-y

=WHAM: DESIGN-A-DRUG

nilummup

AP701,IB701

IONA:

Phimmacology
Biochemistry
Organic Chemistry

TG 005 - 52

TO V:

Prir..."jeact SERAPHIM

Climp.tr _205_

IMEANAME: DESIGN-A-DRUG

(Continned)

Educational_Game
Problem Solving

Simulation
nieral college chemistry
Advanced first year und middle level chemittry

DESCRIPTION:

Using a parent_molecular_structure_that_has active sites identified, the user selects an
atom or group to be added_at each site to form a treknquilizer drug which the computer then
"Vests" for biological activity. The game_was_designed to stimulate interest in organic

and medicinal chemistry; therefore, trial and error_can_be used,_but some_knowledge of how
changes in electronegativity, charge and size affect "activity" of cyuthesized molecules
is helpful.

flffintilynl:

CHEMICAL HANGMAN (1 OF 3 CHEMISTRY GAMES)

pliummant

AP201,IB201,-TROOI

MO:

Vocabulary
General Review

MESA:

Review
Educational Game

LAMILk:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

DESCRIPTION:

Students can review-chemistry vocabulary_by_playing the_traditional_game of_Hangman._
Terms includo_orwic family names, vocabuImery fromuttomic and molecular structure, gas
laws, thermodynemics, solutions, eqUilibrium, periodicity, and bondime.

Gier," =et 1 Remr i4mw Rew=ornmexriclart corm

e2a494

TIE:

ALLA=

zzia:

CHEMICAL SEARCH
AP902,A1901,03902,MC902
Descriptive_Chemistry
PrPblem Solving
G4maral Review

OM:

Reneow COncept_
Pr,dblem Solving
Drill & Practice

LISYSLI:

High school chemistry

General caIege chemistry
Advanced first rat and middle level Chemistry
TG 005 = 53

_Tgekiec=kieur"

MOSLEM
REEEICIO:

IV/ Ckseuni B try:

B CALLicl

CHEMICAL SEARCH

TIi

cial-mtz-ax

,1=1.,

(Ctintinilid)

Use this_program_to _review and/or reinforce the way in which_the chemical and physical
properties of compounds can be used to distinguish between them, .2ither on an individual
student basis or in the classroom by dividing the class into teams, competing on the basis

of number of clues necessary before the "unknown" is properly identified.

MIAMIANS: MS GAKE

DIMMER:

AP501,13501

TIME:

Descriptive Chemistry
Problem Solving
General Review

Mai

Educational Game
Review_Concepts
Problem Solving

MEW

High school-Chemistry
etiiittal college cheibittry

=RIM:

The physical_and_cbemical_properties_of_d_compounds are_randomly_revealeditoitheiuser;ithe
object_of the_game_is_to match the properties given with:one ofil/ipossibIe compounds in
the_memory bank- This methodiof review_and_probIem solving could be used by one or two
individual pLeyers, or by a class that is diVided int° tottmt;

EBEEM-BAN:

CHEMPROP

laMMMUE:

0902,03902

TOPICS:

Descriptive Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Problem Holving
Problem Solving
Review Concepts

=LA:

High school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

MELIEUDI:

Using basic laboratory tests to determine its chemical_and physical_properties,,the_user_
identifies the umknawn_compound_selected by the_computer. This program couId be used for
review and for developing some problem-solving skills.

migot_mat CHEMICAL DUNG103NS

RIE_AMMAR:

AP602

TOPICS:

?-:oblem Solving

65

Sclution Chemistry
C1,eical Reactions'
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MO V:

Pr° 431.t. SERAPHIM

ReViftw

Maitiata:

CHEMICAL DUNGEONS

1,9W

EducationaI_Game
Problem Solving

LAME!

High schWl-dscistry
eheral college_cheadatry____
Advanced firet year And tiddle level cheastry

DESCRIPTION:

In this chemical_adventure game the_user solves chemistry-related problems in order to get
through the dungeon alive with the treasure. The dungeon has 51 rooms with eleven
chemical problems to be solved. A roving professor quizzes the user on different aspects

(Continued)

of cheeistry from a bank of randomly accessed questions.

2E206m_msg:

Chemical Hangman

mamma:

AP20I0220102001

MEM t

vocabolity
eheril Review
Review
Educetiqc

MULE!

High

.1
z.inmistryi_

Advanc.id

I

:

I

I

. jeer and mIke..74,3 level cheigietty

DESCRIPTION:

Studests_can_revism_chemistry vocabulary_by_playing the_traditional game of Hangman.
Terms include organic family names, vocabuIary_from_atomic and molecular structure, gas
lawsi tharoodynemice, solutions, equilibrium, periodicity, and bonding.

IMMUSILSWE:

CHEMICAL PURSUIT

=LIMES:

AP206

70PICS:

General Review
Educational Gabe
Review COndepts

=LE:

Hish school chemistry
General college chemistry
Advanced first year and middle level chemistry

Etfignalga:

Hiked on the format of TriViil Purtuit, this educational game hes questions from physical,
organic, inorganic, periodic trends, history, And structure categories. A maximum of four
players,_with calculators_and_periodic_tables,_can play. On the same disk (AP206) are
file progress that allow the instructor to edit or add questions to the game file.

TO 005 .7.

5566

Sample Entry

from the forthcoming publication

Mmchiing Tips':

SERAPHIM Softwares

BOHR ATOM

Written by Robert Rittenhouse
SERAPHIM APPLE DISK AP201

WHEN TO USE THISPROGRAM

Atomic Orbitals
Atomic Structure
Electron Configuration

TOPICS:

DESCRIPTION:

This program is an effective lecture aid in teaching the
following_concepts related to characteristics of electrons and
atomic structure.
1)

You_can_show that_an_electron_must_have_exactIy_the
right energy-photon _to__raise_it from_ground_state to an
Okcited-state. It cannot "save" energy from
successive low-energy "hits" and-it-cannot_"give
change" when a photon of toohigh energy strikes;
ForieicaMple,_tdireitio theieleCtronifrom energy leve1,1
to level_4_requires_a_photon'that_has a wavelength of-97 nanometers_i_By..changingi_the wavelength_to either 96
or_96_nanometersi_you can_show that_the electron is not
affected by either of these wavelengths;

2)

The simulation-clearly shows-that the_eIectron_must
absorb energy to .go to a higher-energy level-and-that
energy is given off, when it falls back to a lower
energy level;

3)

The graphic-representation_shown_on_the_right_exle of
the_simulation screen relates-the animation_to_the
diagrams_of the-hydrogen-spectrum usually: shown_in__
cheMistry_text bOoks4- Theilines_on the graph appear
siMdltaneously with the aniMationi,

4)

Because the energy of the photon is related_to wave
length on the screen, the relationship between wave
length_and_frequency and the relationship between
frequency and energy of radiation can be emphasized.

5)

When-the-electron is_excited_from_energy level:one to
level_fouri it is done in one jumpl_when
however,-it come down in- twovstages,.to_levei_two and
then_tolelv.i_one.- Use this simulation-to explain_why
a:one-electron system can have a multiple of spectral
lines;
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HARDWARE/MEMORY REQUIREMENTS:

This program will run on any of the Apple II family,
1 disk drive, DOS 33.

with

GETTING STARTED:

Copy the documentation (side 2 of the master disk) on a
separate disk before making a print out._ Do not attempt to_usethe_back side of_the disk_more than twice_to insure the_integrity
of_the master disk; To make a copy of side 2, boot up an Apple
System Masteri_DOS_3.3i and type RUN COPYA. Press RETURN.
Follow the_instructions of the program, using side 2 of the
master disk as the source disk.
Hoot up Disk #201 by-inserting the disk into the disk
drive,closing_the_diskArive_door_i_and_turning_on_the_computer._
Youiwill_fihd_the_switch_on the_lefthand side_on_the_back_of the
Apple. _TUrn_on_the_monitor. The Project SERAPHIM title page
should appear on the screen;
_

RUNNING THE PROGRAM:

Press RETURN until the Program Entries menu appears and
choose #12_B0HR ATOM_by using the --> key to mcve the highlight
to *12. Press RETURN and the program will load.
The program has two pages of introduction and one page_Qf
instructions. You can go back to the instruction page from any
point in the program by pressing the I key.
When the_simulation page is on the screen, you may use any
of the following commands:
Press F to fire photons of the wavelength indicated
(Note that the instructions_indicate_that_you can
get continuous photons_firing by-using the REPEAT
key. On_Apple models_that_do not have the REPEAT
key, just hold the F(ire) key down contin-

umaW)
--) to increase the wavelength being fired
<-- to decrease the wavelength being Atimmi (mptie_that
the wavelength xange
front_W..130 nanometers)
I to go_back to_the_instruction page
E to see the_examples which shows you the numerical
valuer of the first four-energy levels in the
hydrogen atom. It also shows the partial
calculation of the wavelength necessary to excite
the electron from the first to the second energy
level.
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page 3

GETTING OUT OF THE PROGRAM:

Press X to exit_the_program
The simulation will remain
on the_screen.
If you wish to use another program
on this diski reboot the disk by turning off-the
machine and-turning-it-back on or preSS CONTROL,
the OPEN APPLE and RWET at the_Same time. Take
the disk out of the disk drive ONLY when the red
light on the drive is out.
TO MAKE A SEPARATE PROGRAM DISK:

If you wish to copy this program to another disk,T_folloW
the directions found in "How to Make Your OWn Seraphim DiSk."
You will need to copy the following files from your mastet disk:
HELLOl
AUX_

BOHELOBJ
UNPACKER
BOHR
BOHR.SH

SCR-BOHR-I.PAK
SCR-BOHR-2.PAK
SCR-BOER-3.PAK
SCR-BOKR-4.PAK
SCR=BOHR=-5.PAK

SCR=BOHR=6.PAK
SCR-BOER-7.PAK

oRDER FORM
Pioject SERAPHIM

Your name:
Address:
Address:

NSF Science Education
Department of Chemistry

Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, MI 48197

NOTE

City:
Country:

State:

ZIP:

Set SERAPHIM Catalogue for details; rrices are per disk, not per program

Quantity

Description

Order No.

Price

Total

..--

free

1M 006

SERAPHIM Catatogue

1

IM 07

Software List

1

8, 00

1

40. 00

1

95. 00

1

160.00

1

95. 00

LM 999

IS 888
AP 999
AP 888

*Laboratory Module Package (disks 6 written]
*I-BM- Disk Package (2/86 additions: 20 disks)
A..le Disk Package (7/85: set of 34)
*Apple Disk Package (2186 additions:20 disks

ftstage & Handling: U.S. ordirs

2. 00

13bstage 6 Handling: FOreign orders

TOTAL
*Package description on reverse side.

Project SERAPHIM

SEND TO:

Department of Chemistry
Eastern Michigan University

Ypelenti, MI

118197

NOTE: Payment must

accompany all orders._ Make

checks payable to Project
SERAPHIM.

To get_on our

Mailing List to receiv

Address:
Address:

City:
Country:

10. 00

NOTE:

Name:

2. 00

Project SERAPHIM News

State:
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ZIP:

al well as all announcements and updates, check
here:

ORDER I NC INFORMATION
121 999

Laboratory Module Package for Apple.
Centeint UN:watery Noddles LN 001 thitstigh LN 008 plus Apple disk* AP 1201, 1202,
1203.

(Package released as of 7/85.)

$4431, prepaid; plus postage and handling.

I ES 888

IBM PC Package of 20 disks and documentation.
Contains 111_101, 102,_104; 201, 202,-205; 301, 304, 305; 401, 402; 501, 502; 601,
603; 701, 703; 802; 902; 1001. (PaCkage released as of 2/86.)

$95 , prepaid; plus postage and handling.

AP 999

Apple Disk Package of 34 disks and documentation.
Contains AP 101, 102, 103, 104; 204 202, 204, 205; 301, 303, 304, 305; 404402,
403; 501, 502; 604_602, 603;_701, 702, 704_704; 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 807,
808; 902; I00I;
(Package released WI of 7/85.)
I;

AP 81-943

1450, prepaid; plus postage and handling.

Apple Disk Package of 20 disks and documentation.
Contain* AP 105, 106, 107; 206; 306; 503; 604, 604 606; 705, 704 707, 708, 709,
710: 711, 712, 713, 714; 809. (Package released as of 2/86.)

1;95 , prepaid; plus postage and handling;

SPEED woun ORDER
1.

Use this Order Form.

2.

Use order numbers:

e.g. LN 999, AP IOI.

Obtain these from the =awn.

3._ Payment must accompany all orders, Agglgaigg_purahate ceders.

payable to Project

SRAM!.

Cheat* ihddld be MAdd
This is necessary to keep our prices at the present low

levels.

4.Postage and handling charges are $2 for U.S., $IO for foreign;
these aeries will be retUrnsd.
5.

Order that do not include

Paymen,s should be in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank. Foreign payments must use
international money orders or magnetically encoded checks.
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